The 3rd HVAC Contracting Conference
"Evolution of HVAC Industry"

- Net Zero Energy Hospitals
- GREE G-IEMS System Introduction
- Inverter Technology in HVAC Applications
- Improving the Performance of an AC Unit Using CFD
- Selection Criteria for Insulation Material in Building Construction as Per International Standard
- Interlinkage between Montreal Protocol and Energy Efficiency
- Sustainable Design Approach in Buildings
- Dedicated Outdoor Air Systems (DOAS) = IAQ + Energy Recovery + Humidity Control
- LEED for Healthy & Efficient Buildings in Hot & Humid Climates
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Rheem SAVR-C Series VRF - Industry leading features
Evolution of Fire Rated Ducts, Its Relevance & modern implications
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- Aermec Spa Cooling
- Unical Spa Boilers
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- HEALTHCARE FACILITY – Knowledge Sharing